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SONGS and DANCES of SWITZERLAND

Prefatory Note by Laura Boulton

Switzerland is a country of only 15,950 square miles. On Lake Geneva and Lake Neuchatel French-speaking people live; in the East and North the Alemanic Swiss speak German dialects; in the Southeast in the Grisons the Rhaeto-Romanic people speak Romanish; and south of the Alps the Ticinese speak Italian. Each Canton has its own songs and dances, yet French Quadrilles can be found in German-speaking Switzerland and the Bavarian Polka is well known in the French speaking area. Many songs and dances are common to the whole area.

Each Canton is devoted to its particular design and style of costume. The Swiss National Costumes League requires a member to wear his or her costume correctly in every detail and never to use it for "fancy dress". Not only the Cantons, but each valley has its special costume. The heavy embroidery and silver work on the straps and braces of the cowmen of Appenzell, the gold lace caps of the women of St. Gall, the spreading lace wings that the women of Appenzell and Schwyz wear on their head, all add to the color and gaiety of the folk festivals.

In general, the folksongs have good possibilities for harmony and the rhythms of the dance songs are highly developed, often requiring frequent changes of time signature. Students of the folk dance, if they are looking for ritual dances, will find remnants of ancient dances, for example, the Millwheel which is danced by men only and said to have been a Sun dance. The sun is very important in Alpine pastoral life; and the sun wheel is a favorite motive in folk art there. The Sword dance and the Hoop dance of the Guilds of the 16th and 17th centuries have apparently been lost. The majority of the dances are danced in a similar form in other countries of Western Europe.
ALPINE YODEL (Interlaken) vocal solo.

Mountain cries in high falsetto are found across central Europe. In the Alpine regions of Switzerland the yodel is a musical expression as well as a cow-call. When used as refrain for folksongs, yodelling can be reduced to musical bars and intervals. Thousands of Swiss songs have this type of refrain and there are many yodelling choirs and clubs for whom yodel music is written in parts.

The yodel type of song is sung by people living in the mountains and it was developed from the need of herdsman to communicate with their families in the valleys below while they were herding their sheep and cattle in the mountains.

LOVE SONG: EN REVENANT DE NOCES
(St. Maurice) female solo; accordion accompaniment by the Vieux Pays.

En revenant de noces,
J'étais bien fatiguee.
Au bord d'une fontaine
Je me suis repose, ladire.
La la la (etc.)

Refrain: Oui, j'attends, j'attends,
j'attends
Celui que j'aime, que mon
coeur aime,
Oui, j'attends, j'attends,
j'attends
Celui que j'aime eperdument.

L'eau en etait si claire
Que je m'y suis baignee,
A la feuille de chene
Je me suis essuyee.

Coming back from the wedding,
I was very tired.
Near a fountain
I rested, ladire.
La la la (etc.)

Refrain: Yes, I am waiting for
The one I love, the one my
heart longs for,
Yes, I am waiting for
The one I love desperately.

The water in it was so clear,
That I bathed in it,
And with the leaf of the oak tree
I dried myself.

DANCE SONG: FAISONS A PETITE PAS
(Sion) chorus; accordion accompaniment by the Chanson Valaisan.

Faisons a petite pas
Le tour bien en cadence.
Gardons tout gentillement
La main dans la main.

Ce n'est pas le temps,
Ne nous embrouillons pas.
Et voila, oh, mes amies,
L'air du Tyrol.

Allons, belle jeunesse,
Pour nous faire de retour.
Chantons plein d'allegresse
Le printemps des amours.

Allons, belle jeunesse,
Pour nous faire de retour.
Chantons plein d'allegresse
Le bonheur est a nous.

Allons, belle jeunesse,
Pour nous faire de retour.
Et chantons tous en coeur
La beaute de ce jour.

Let's make the round
In cadenced little steps.
Let us sweetly
Hold hands.

It's not quite the tempo,
Let's not get mixed up.
And here, oh, my friends,
Is a Tyrolian tune.
Come on, handsome youth,
So that we can get back.
Let's sing cheerfully,
The spring of love.

Come on, handsome youth,
So that we can get back.
Let's sing cheerfully,
Happiness is ours.

Come on, handsome youth,
So that we can get back.
And sing in unison
The beauty of this day.

This song accompanies the Pair Dance,
which is often accompanied by singing only.

FOLK SONG: ES BUREBUEBLI - THE FARMER BOY (Interlaken) unaccompanied chorus. (Bern-Oberland dialect).

LOVE SONG: AM SAMSTIG NACHT (Interlaken) chorus, accordion accompaniment. This is a parody on an old love song. Different words are sung to the same tune in different locals. It starts:

Und am Samstig Nacht da geit der
bueb sum schatz
And on Saturday night the boy goes
to his sweetheart.

The words refer to an old custom; the young man went on Saturday night to stay with his sweetheart, and if she became pregnant, they married.

ALPF SONG: ALPENLEBEN (Zermatt) unaccompanied chorus. This song was recorded in Zermatt in the heart of the highest Alps, with the towering Matterhorn like a giant rising high above all the other peaks around. Zermatt is in the Nicolai Valley, one of the valleys of the Valais. The mayor of the town is a folksong enthusiast. The group recorded here consists chiefly of members of his family. The song, of course, refers to 'life in the Alps'.

SONG OF THE SENN (ALPINE HERDSMAN) (Sion) vocal solo. The herdsman sings about life in the Alps and ends each verse with:

Mit de chueneuf der weid
Het der senn sy freud.

To be with the cows in the pasture
That is the joy of the herdsman.
The Pair Dance is a dance form prevalent all over Switzerland. About 6 basic steps combined with several different holds is enough to follow the various traditional dances.

DANCE (Interlaken): Accordion. This recording was made at Interlaken in the Bernese country. The Schottische has been adapted in various ways. In 2/4 tempo it is similar to the Scottish 'skip change of step'.

MARCH (St. Luc d'Anniviers): Fife and drum. A particularly rare and striking music in the Valais of southwest Switzerland is the old music of the drums and fifes. One hears the drums and pipes along with the pruning shears and the pickaxe in the vineyards in and around Sierre. This is a tune of St. Luc d'Anniviers, a village in the Val d'Anniviers, near Sierre where it was recorded. In this village the people have preserved the old songs and dances through many generations.

PAIR DANCE (St. Maurice): The Vieux Pays Orchestra including the Bell-Tree. This melody begins and ends with the delicate bells of the chapeau chinois (Chinese hat), a collection of bells mounted on a metal frame shaped like a hat, also called the "tree-bells" or the "bell-tree". One of the oldest of the folk instruments, it was made (before the present metal form) from a heavy branch of a tree on which were attached little bells. The end of the branch was struck on the ground in rhythm so that the bells are a rhythmic accompaniment to the music.

The village bands were formerly strings, fiddles, 'cellos, double-bass and a kind of dulcimer called the hackbrett. Now the clarinet, trombone, French horn as well as the accordion are often added. Every village is proud of its band. The leader of the band may be the shoemaker, a carpenter, a farmer or anyone. The band is made up of farmers, carpenters, machinists, the milkman, anyone who can play.
DANCE (Sion): Hackbrett. The hackbrett, now rare in Switzerland, is a forerunner of the dulcimer. It is a long board with wire or metal strings of various lengths. The strings are struck with tiny wooden hammers wound tightly with bits of wool or yarn to produce a soft vibrant tone. It was brought to Switzerland centuries ago by Gypsies.

This melody often played for listening pleasure is also used to accompany the Landler. The Landler is an extremely fast waltz, the most lively of all the Swiss dances. It is especially developed in the Alps where it has assumed the character of a courting dance. The man has the most action. The woman spins around by herself while the man stamps his feet on the ground, clasps his thighs, and snaps his fingers like castanets. He chases the woman or leaps around her. Stamping rhythmically he finally grasps the girl around the waist, and swings her around.

DANCE (Interlaken): Accordion. The Swiss Mazurka is danced as follows:

Step forward on one foot with a stamp

Spring right foot to left foot, swinging leg forward

Hop on right foot with left leg raised in front

This step is usually danced three times on left foot, and is followed by one waltz step forward to repeat on the other foot.
MOUNTAIN CALL (Interlaken) Alpine Horn and Cowbells. This recording was made in Interlaken with the Alphorn and the cowbells of the cattle as the herd with the herdsmen came down from the summer heights where they were in mountain pastures all summer. Down the mountain tracks, often as steep as stairsteps, the herds are led by their dependable leaders, their bells ringing rhythmically. Interlaken is in the Bernese country where there are particularly rich traditions regarding the cattle processions.

One of the most picturesque ceremonies of the year called "the going to the Alps" is on the day in spring when the herdsmen take their cattle up into the mountain pastures. Through weeks of preparation the men fatten, wash and brush the cattle, until the herds shine while the women make embroidery for their men's costumes and wreaths of mountain flowers for the cattle. Each woman hopes her man will be chosen to lead the march up into the mountains. After early morning worship on the day, everyone gathers to sing and dance. In some places there are exciting cow fights to determine which cow will be the "queen" to lead the procession. When chosen, wearing a bouquet of flowers and the largest most beautifully decorated bell to show her exalted rank, she proudly leads a colorful parade through the village, the cowherds with their shining cattle and with their milk utensils following.

Coming down to the valley at the end of summer is also a joyful day. Special songs are played on the Alpine horn by the herdsmen to call the cattle. These songs (called in French ranz des vaches) are based on a simple chord so they will not be out of harmony with the mountain echo. The cowmen's calls, the recitation or roll-call of the cows' names, the traditional singing and yodeling, all are a part of the joyful occasion. The deep, vibrant voice of the Alpine horn with its rich velvet tone echoing from the mountain sides is punctuated by the rhythmic ringing of the large glocken on the necks of the cattle. The huge bells looking like deep kettles under the chins of the cattle produce enchanting accompaniment to the horn.

Photos courtesy Swiss National Tourist Office, New York.
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